THE   EXPANSION   OF   ISLAM   IN   THE   MEDITERRANEAN
their Empire, which lay mainly on the coast;1 and it was thanks
to the fleet that the Grecian waters retained their freedom, and
that Italy finally escaped from the grip of Islam. Thirty years after
its conquest by the Musulmans in 840, Bari was retaken by the
fleet of the Emperor Basil, which consisted of 400 vessels,2 This
was the essential fact which prevented the Musulmans from
obtaining a foothold in Italy, maintained the Byzantine sovereignty
there, and assured the safety of Venice.
Again, it was by means of its fleet that Byzantium was able to
maintain some sort of supremacy over Naples, Amalfi, and Gaeta,
whose policy consisted in siding now with the Emperor, now with
the Duke of Benevento, and even at rimes with the Musulmans,
in order to preserve the autonomy which was necessary to their
commerce.
The expansion of Islam was thus unable to absorb the whole
of the Mediterranean. It encircled the Mediterranean on the East,
the South, and the West, but it was unable to obtain a hold upon
the North. The ancient Roman sea had become the frontier
between Islam and Christianity. All the old Mediterranean pro-
vinces conquered by the Musulmans gravitated henceforth toward
Baghdad.8
At the same time the Orient was cut ,off from the Occident.
The bond which the Germanic invasion had left intact was severed.
Byzantium was henceforth merely the centre of a Greek Empire
1	The fleet defended Byzantium not only against the Musulmans, but also
against the Franks; in 806 the despatch of a fleet against which Charlemagne,
was powerless sufficed to persuade him to renounce Venice. At sea, the
Franks depended absolutely upon the Italian fleets; in 846 Lothair, having
no fleet of his own, requested the Venetians to attack the Saracens of Bene-
vento navali expedidone. m.g.h. capit, vol. II, p. 67.
2	schaube, Handelsgeschichte der Romanischen Volker des Mittelmeergebiets,
Munich, 1906, p. 26. Louis ITs Italian campaign of 866 to 873 was unsuc-
cessful owing to the disputes which arose between him and the Italians, who
at one moment even took him prisoner. hartmann, op. cit,, vol. HI, pp. 265,
288, 296.
8 In speaking of Africa, M. Marcais says: "The bridges are cut between
Africa and Christian Europe. She lives with Tier eyes fixed upon Baghdad
or Cairo."
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